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Introduction
The following is a guide to aid the production sector in taking out grain contracts.
The purpose of this guide is to provide Australian producers with a practical ‘checklist’ for the
purchase or sale of grain under contract. It is not a substitute for specific terms and conditions
contained in contracts, but general guidelines, put together by grower, trade and marketing
representatives, as an aid to understanding grain contracts.
There is now a range of marketing tools designed to meet producers’ commercial needs. Different
producers have different risk/reward and cash flow requirements. It’s important to determine the
range and combination of marketing products that best meet an individual’s business needs.
In recent years there has been a significant increase in the use of contracts by producers. Successful
contracting of grain is a two-way street – a balance between buyer and seller. The key to a successful
contracting relationship is accurate, timely communication between buyer and seller, especially if a
problem arises.
Keep this guide in an accessible place so you can consult it next time you sell grain on a
forward or cash basis.

NOTE: This document is only intended to be a guide. The aim of this document is to suggest
procedures that should be followed when entering a contract. It is not a legally binding
document and legal advice should be sought for specific clarification.
For more information, go to www.graintrade.org.au
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Grain Contracts
1.0 Before beginning negotiations
1.1		

Be confident with the company you intend to have dealings with.

1.2		

Have a pen and paper ready. Record the details of the contract, preferably in daybook
or diary.

1.3		

Understand your commitment. From a commercial perspective, a contract is a productive
marketing tool that can be used to minimise price fluctuation risk. From a legal perspective,
a contract is a legally binding document that must be fulfilled.

		

When your crop suffers adverse seasonal conditions such as frost and drought, these are
considered production risks and are not covered by “Act of God’ or ‘Force Majeure” clauses.

		

It is important therefore, that caution be taken when committing to supplying grain, because
there are likely to be financial consequences of failing to fulfil a contract.

1.4		

Understand the process of contracting. At this point it is worth looking at a simple legal
definition of a contract;

A contract may be defined as an agreement between two or more persons, which is legally
enforceable.
Two or more minds will have come together and agreed upon the doing of prescribed
acts by each of them. In its unexecuted form, the contract is known as an executory
contract.
If partially or wholly performed, it is defined as being partly or wholly prescribed.

A contract can be made wholly in writing or wholly verbally. It can also be a mixture of oral and
written terms, or even made as a gesture. The acceptance of a contract must be communicated to be
effective. This communication may be expressed verbally. This is, by agreeing to the contract over the
phone, in writing or by the conduct of the parties to the contract.
The role of contract law is to vest legally enforceable rights in each party against the other.
Corresponding liabilities are created. The contract can ultimately impact upon other peoples’ legal
rights. For example, by functioning to transfer ownership of property from one party to another so
that the latter can assign propriety rights to a third.
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2.0 Negotiating the contract
2.01

Record the time, name and title of the person you are speaking to in your diary or daybook.

2.02

Record the details of the contract so you have a record of what was agreed. The details
that should be recorded are;

		Price – confirm the price and whether it is GST inclusive or exclusive.
		

Price basis – confirm if the price is free‑on‑board (FOB), delivered port, local depot, silo or
ex‑farm. This confirms whether the buyer or seller is responsible for the transport, storage
and handling charges.

		

Delivery date or period – confirm the delivery date and where the delivery point is.

		

Details of grain quality (grade) required – grain type, variety, protein, moisture,
screenings and any premiums or discounts applicable. Make sure you check buyer-receival
standards (available on the GTA website).

		

Tonnage and tolerances – confirm the tonnage required to fill the contract, and any
tolerances in place in regards to that tonnage.

		

Fees and/or charges applicable – for example State and Federal research and development
levies and End Point Royalties (EPRs). For details of EPR applicable varieties see the GRDC
website www.grdc.com.au

		

Payment Terms – confirm when payment is due.

		

Delivery period – this is the period in which delivery and/or the contract must be executed
(i.e. delivered/transferred from warehousing or washouts negotiated).

		

Default procedures – clarify the default procedures applicable if you are unable to deliver
the grain as per the specifications of the contract (i.e. any damages such as wash-out fees).

		

Dispute resolution – you should also clarify dispute resolution mechanisms in place to
deal with any contract conflict. This should be stated on your contract confirmation advice.

2.03

Crop Liens. Remember it is your responsibility to advise the buyer of any registered crop
lien(s).

2.04

Contracts are open to negotiation. You have the right to negotiate on any points of the
contract. For example, you may wish to negotiate payment terms.

		

However, always bear in mind that any alterations to the contract must be agreed to by both
parties. Variations are usually noted in a ‘Special Conditions’ section.

2.05

Ensure that you are conversant with the terms and conditions. If you do not understand
something within the terms and conditions of the contract, do not agree to the contract
until the point(s) in question is(are) clarified.
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3.0 Receiving and confirming the contract confirmation
3.01

Read and check the contract details against the notes you recorded during your conversation
with the buyer.

3.02

Ensure the contract confirmation and your diary notes align on the following points:
• Price
• Price basis
• Delivery date or period
• Details of grain quality (grade) required
• Tonnage and tolerances
• Fees and/or charges applicable
• Payment terms
• Default procedures
• Dispute resolution procedure

3.03

If you notice any discrepancies, contact the buyer IMMEDIATELY to resolve these.

3.04

If you are unsure about a term or condition, contact the buyer and have it explained.

3.05

If you are still unsure, seek advice.

3.06

After receiving and confirming the contract confirmation ensure you document/diarise (in
daybook or diary) any changes made in subsequent conversations with the buyer. These,
too, should be confirmed in writing as soon as possible.

4.0 Returning the contract confirmation

Even though you are bound without signing the contract confirmation, you are more likely
to be able to resolve a dispute if it is signed and returned. When you are satisfied with the
contract confirmation, sign it and return it to the buyer. This should be done within 24
hours of receiving the contract confirmation.
Remember, a verbal contract is legally binding. Not signing the contract confirmation does
not alter its legal status. However it’s good practice to sign it.

5.0 Contract issues

As soon as you suspect that you might have issues fulfilling any condition within the
contract, it is imperative that you discuss the issue with the buyer as soon as you are aware
of the possible issue. Buyers may be more amenable if they are warned as soon as you
suspect an issue.

6.0 Payment

Confirm payment has been made on previously agreed terms.
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7.0 Resolving disputes

You can minimise disputes if care is taken in reading and understanding the contract details.
However, if you have any disputes regarding the contract, it is recommended that you;
• Check internal and external dispute resolution terms specified in your contract.
• Seek resolution from the person you originally negotiated with. Failing that;
• Seek a resolution with their superiors. Failing that;
• Use the Dispute Resolution Service of GTA and seek resolution. Failing that;
• Seek legal advice and resolution through the court system.
It’s important you understand what your dispute resolution options are before you sign the
contract.

8.0 Grain contracts & dispute resolution
8.01
		

Introduction
Over 90% of all grain contracts written in Australia rely on the GTA Trade Rules. GTA
contracts and Trade Rules contain agreements to refer disputes to the GTA Dispute
Resolution Service. Parties to contracts that incorporate the GTA Trade Rules are obliged to
refer any dispute to GTA for settlement under the GTA Dispute Resolution Service.

8.02

The following publications are available from the GTA website (www.graintrade.org.au):
• A Guide To Taking Out Grain Contracts – a producers’ guide
• GTA Trade Rules
• GTA Dispute Resolution Rules
• GTA Arbitration Guidelines
• Request an arbitration with GTA

8.03
		

Is GTA neutral/independent ..... will I get a fair go?
GTA is a non political organisation established to ensure that commercial transactions
across the supply chain (be they undertaken by a grower, merchant, end-user or an
exporter) occur in an efficient and fair manner to both parties to the contract.

8.04

I haven’t signed anything – can I still have a contract?
If you’re in doubt, you should consult your solicitor. That said, the fact that you haven’t
signed anything doesn’t necessarily mean that you don’t have a binding contract. The word
“contract” refers to a legally enforceable agreement between two or more parties, rather
than a piece of paper with signatures on it.
A contract is and may be in writing but may also be oral (or partly in writing and partly oral).
A binding contract can, for example, be created over the telephone. In this case it is
customary for the buyer to send a document (sometimes called a “Contract Confirmation”) to
the seller which is intended to confirm the details of the agreement reached by phone.
A seller can also confirm a contract with a buyer.
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The fact that such a document is not signed does not mean that a contract has not come
into existence.
Any party who received a Contract Confirmation should, as a matter of priority, check
the details to ensure that they reflect the telephone conversation. Where you detect a
difference, immediately contact the counterparty to resolve the difference. In the absence of
notification from the other party, a party is entitled to assume the contract is as written in
the confirmation. Reference GTA Trade Rule 1.
8.05

Where/to whom do I turn for independent advice about GTA Trade Rules etc?
Grain contracts are legal agreements therefore professional legal advice should be sought
where clarification on an issue is required. Independent grain marketing advisers may also
be of assistance for issues not requiring legal advice. Please note GTA staff, its Directors,
Committee members and Arbitrators are NOT able to give you advice in relation to
current or potential disputes in which you may be or become involved.

8.06

I have looked up the Rules and I can’t find any reference to “washout”?
The term “washout” is not defined in the GTA Trade Rules. The industry uses the term to
describe their financial settlement of a contract when one of the parties cannot fulfil its
obligations. Where the parties are unable to agree on the values used to determine the
“washout” then either party to the contract is able to refer the issue to GTA for determination
under the Dispute Resolution Service (fees apply). Reference GTA Trade Rule 17.10.

8.07

Do I have to wash out a contract?
A wash out is a way settling your obligations under a contract without reference to a Court
or arbitration, and usually before the time for performance of your obligation falls due.
A “washout” will usually involve a payment from one party to the other party.
While you cannot be forced to wash out a contract you should carefully consider such an
offer as it may be in your interests to accept a “washout” before the time for performance
falls due. Generally speaking, if you don’t think you will be able to perform your obligations
under a contract by the due date and you know this ahead of time, it might be worth
washing out to protect yourself against any further fluctuations in the contract price.

8.08

Is force majeure a “get out” clause?
NO. Force majeure only extends the delivery period that an organisation has to meet their
contractual obligations be they seller or the buyer. Crop production failure is specifically
excluded. A contract is not able to be cancelled due to the invocation of a force majeure.
Reference GTA Trade Rule 23.

8.09

What is the legal standing of the GTA Dispute Resolution process? Is a GTA Award
recognised by the Courts?
GTA arbitrations are subject to the provisions of the GTA Dispute Resolution Rules and
the Commercial Arbitration Acts in all states of Australia and can be appealed at court.
Arbitration Awards are no less enforceable than judgements of the courts. To date, the
courts have upheld all GTA arbitrations.
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8.10

Do I have to go to arbitration if I haven’t signed anything?
Once again, this is really something you should discuss with your solicitor. An agreement to
arbitrate disputes is binding and enforceable in a court. As detailed above, the contract may
stand even without the provision of signatures on the Contract Confirmation from one or
both of the parties.
If the contract references the GTA Trade Rules then disputes must be referred to GTA in
the first instance. By not participating in arbitration your argument is not able to be heard
by the arbitrators. It is also possible to go to arbitration without admitting that you have a
contract. It is possible to ask the arbitrators to dismiss any claim on the basis that you didn’t
enter into a contract in the first place.

8.11

Is arbitration expensive?
There are fees associated with GTA arbitration. GTA tries to ensure overall costs of GTA
arbitration are no more expensive than going through the courts. GTA also tries to make
GTA arbitration reasonably quick, which can be a distinct advantage over the court process.
GTA arbitration is “peer” arbitration conducted by participants in the grain trade.

8.12

Can I recover my arbitration costs if I’m successful in an arbitration?
YES – Most parties in their submission to the arbitration tribunal claim recovery of legal and
arbitration costs.

8.13

Is GTA arbitration compulsory? Is it binding?
If you are party to an arbitration agreement referring disputes to GTA arbitration, then yes,
it is binding. This will be the case if your contract incorporates the GTA Trade Rules. If you
change your mind and you don’t want to arbitrate, you have to get the agreement of the
other side.
Similarly, even if there is no arbitration agreement in your contract, you may still decide
to ask GTA to conduct arbitration but you will need the consent of the other party. A GTA
arbitration award is binding and enforceable. It is as enforceable as a judgement by the
court. GTA arbitration awards have been upheld and enforced by the courts.

8.14

Can GTA give me advice about my rights and obligations under the GTA Trade and
Dispute Resolution Rules?
GTA isn’t equipped to give advice about how the Trade Rules will be applied and what your
rights might be under a GTA contract or arbitration. As the administrator, GTA must remain
impartial as it is their Trade and Dispute Resolution Rules that become part of your contract.
Your solicitor would be able to advise you.

Please note GTA is NOT equipped to provide independent
advice on whether you should accept an offer to wash out.
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/

/

)

Tolerance:
Weights:
Inc. GST

Quantity:

Packaging:

Price:

No GST

Excl. GST

Inspection:

Grade:

(Refer over)

(Origin – Destination)

(Origin – Destination)

GTA Manual Commodity Reference:

Commodity:

The Buyer and Seller agree to transact this Contract subject to the following Terms and Conditions:

(Seller ABN:

Address:

Address:

(Buyer ABN:

Company:

& Name:

Contract Number:

Company:

Name:

This Contract is confirmation between:

Date:

CONTRACT CONFIRMATION

GTA Trade Rules and Dispute Resolution Rules to Apply
GTA Contract No. 3 April 2009 Edition

)
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YES
(Please  appropriate box). If “yes” please provide details:

(signature)

(date)

/

/

(name
printed)

Seller:

Name of Grower:
(signature)

This Contract has been executed and this form serves as confirmation and should be signed and a copy returned to the buyer/seller immediately.

(name
printed)

Buyer:

Signature:

Please issue a RCTI (Please )

(date)

/

/

All Contract Terms and Conditions as set out above and on the reverse of this page form part of this Contract. Terms and Conditions written on the face of
this Contract Confirmation shall overrule all printed Terms and Conditions on the reverse with which they conflict to the extent of the inconsistency. This
Contract comprises the entire agreement between Buyer and Seller with respect to the subject matter of this Contract.
Incorporation of GTA Trade & Dispute Resolution Rules:
This contract expressly incorporates the GTA Trade Rules and Dispute Resolution Rules in force at the time of this contract, under which any dispute, controversy or claim
arising out of, relating to or in connection with this contract, including any question regarding its existence, validity or termination, shall be resolved by arbitration.
To assist with the processing of the Goods and Services Tax compliance, the buyer may prepare, for the grower, a Recipient Created Tax Invoice - RCTI.
If the grower requires this service he is required to sign this authorisation.

Other Special Terms and Conditions:

NO

Payment Terms: The buyer agrees to pay the seller within
days, end of week of delivery. In the absence of a declaration,
payment will be 30 days end of week of delivery.
Levies and Statutory Charges: Any industry, statutory or government levies which are not included in the price shall be deducted
as required by law.
Disclosures: Is any of the crop referred to in this contract subject to a mortgage, encumbrance or lien and/or PBR and/or EPR liabilities?

Delivery Point and Conveyance:

(Road, Rail, Delivered Container Terminal, Freight, Rated Basing Point, Loading Weight requirements if applicable)

(Delivered, Shipped, Free In Store, Free On Board, Ex-Farm, etc.)

Delivery/Shipment Period:

Price Basis:
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If the Buyer or Seller suspend payments of debts, or convenes or holds a meeting
of creditors, or commits an act of bankruptcy, or being a company shall have a
receiver appointed, or hold a meeting for the purpose of considering a resolution
that the company be wound up or go into liquidation, such Buyer or Seller shall
be deemed to be in Default.
NOTICES: All notices given under these GTA Trading Rules shall be given by
written letter delivered by hand on the day of writing, or by facsimile, or by
telex, or by email or by other method of rapid written communication. Any
notices received after 1700 hours local time on a business day shall be deemed to
have been received on the business day following. A notice to a party’s Brokers
or Agent shall be deemed a notice under these GTA Trading Rules. In case of
resales, all notices shall be passed on without delay by Buyers to their respective
Sellers or vice versa.

WEIGHTS: Unless specifically agreed otherwise, destination weights, which
shall be determined by qualified personnel, shall be the basis of’ trade. If’
these are not available, loading point, government or Registered Public
Weighbridge weights shall be accepted. Errors in weighbridge tickets in all
cases shall be excepted.

QUALITY GRADES: Unless specifically agreed otherwise, Destination Quality
Grades shall be on the basis of trade, which shall be determined by qualified
personnel according to sampling and analyses procedures established by GTA. If
these are not available, Loading Point Quality Grades shall be accepted.

CHEMICAL AND PESTICIDE RESIDUES: The Seller warrants that the
commodity complies with all State and Federal Laws and requirements relating
to chemical and pesticide residues and specified government designated
maximum residue levels.

DEFAULT: In the event of Default in fulfillment of Contract by either party,
the other at their discretion shall have the right, after giving written notice by
letter, or facsimile, or telex, or by email to sell or purchase, as the case may be,
against the Defaulter and the Defaulter shall make good the loss, if any, on such
purchase or sale.

FAILURE TO PERFORM: Failure to perform in keeping with the Terms
and Conditions of a Contract shall be grounds for the refusal only of such
Delivery(ies) or Shipment(s) in default, and not for the recession of the entire
Contract or any other Contract between the Buyer and Seller.

FINALITY: All adjustments or compensation claimed based on defect of quality
or condition or weights which shall be apparent upon reasonable inspection
must be advised within five [5] business days after unloading or presentation of
appropriate documents and must be formally confirmed by written notice, letter
or facsimile within thirty [30] consecutive days of delivery of the consignment.

QUANTITY TOLERANCE: The Seller shall have the option of delivering five
percent [5%] or twelve [12.00] metric tonnes, whichever is the lesser quantity,
more or less than the contractual quantity at the Contract price. This variation
of five percent [5%] or twelve [12.00] tonnes is hereinafter referred to as the
“Tolerance”.

QUANTITY: Unless otherwise stated, all quantities shall be expressed
metrically and to the nearest one/one-hundredth [1/100] of a metric tonne.

TIME: All stipulations set forth in the Terms of Trade as to “TIME” are of the
essence.

TRADING RULES: This Contract is subject to the Trade Rules of GTA currently
in effect, except to the extent the same are in conflict with the Terms and
Conditions expressed herein, with such Rules forming an integral part of the
Contract and of which both parties hereto shall be deemed to be cognisant.

Grain Trade Australia Ltd (GTA)
Standard Terms and Conditions
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RCTI: Recipient Created Tax Invoice - Reference on the front of this form
provides for the grower (seller) to authorise the buyer to issue the RCTI on his
behalf. This request also requires the sellers signature.

DOMICILE: This Contract and these GTA Trade Rules are governed by and
shall be construed to be in accordance with the law for the time being enforced
in Australia and in the State or Territory in which the transaction is executed
(i.e. goods conveyed and title passed). Performance of all Contracts under
these Trade Rules are subject to orders, rules and regulations of all government
agencies, and to all causes, except as limited herein.

Neither party to a dispute, nor any persons claiming under either of them, shall
bring any action or other legal proceedings against the other in respect to any
such dispute until arbitrated in accordance with GTA Dispute Resolution Rules.

ARBITRATION: If any dispute arises out of or relates to this Contract or the
breach, termination or subject matter thereof, the dispute shall be submitted to
and settled by Arbitration in accordance with GTA Dispute Resolution Rules in
the edition current at the date of the establishment of the Terms of Trade in the
Contract, such rules forming an integral part of the Contract and of which both
parties hereto shall be deemed to be cognisant.

DISPUTES: Any party or parties who have entered into Terms of Trade
subject to GTA Trade Rules shall be entitled to refer any disputes arising out of
such contract, and which cannot be resolved between the parties, to GTA for
Arbitration.

FORCE MAJEURE: Neither the Buyer nor the Seller shall be responsible
for delay in delivery of goods or any part thereof occasioned by action by
any act of God, fire, flood, wind, explosion, power failure, war, embargo,
act of government, strike (including dock and/or shipping strike), lock-out,
combination of workers, or civil commotion which is not due to said party’s
own acts or negligence. The loss of a commodity due to production risks or crop
failure does not constitute a condition of Force Majeure.

Copies available on the GTA website may be requested by phone: (02) 9247 6408 or Fax (02) 9247 9153.

NOTE: The GTA Trading Rules provide a more detailed explanation.

REJECTION: A Buyer shall not be entitled to reject goods as not being in
accordance with description or sample if those goods are of a quality superior or
equal to that contracted for, provided that goods are otherwise in accord with
the Contract description.

Until such time as the Seller has received payment in full, any on-sale by the
Buyer is made as the Seller’s agent and the Buyer holds the proceeds of any onsale of the Goods as trustee for and on behalf of the Seller and must account to
the Seller for those proceeds, on demand. Where at the time of default in any
payment terms to the Seller the Buyer has not received proceeds of any on-sale
the Seller is expressly authorised to receive proceeds of on-sale direct from the
Buyer’s customer.

Where the goods have been comingled with other goods, the Buyer becomes an
owner in common of the bulk goods and the undivided share of the Seller shall
be such share as the quantity of Seller’s goods bears to the quantity of the goods
in the bulk.

OWNERSHIP AND PASSING OF TITLE: Risk in any goods supplied by the
Seller to the Buyer shall pass to the Buyer when they leave the possession of the
Seller however title shall not pass until payment in full has been received by the
Seller. Until full payment is received the Buyer and/or it’s agents and 3rd parties
hold the goods as bailees only. On breach of any payment terms, the Buyer on
its own behalf and on behalf of its agents and 3rd parties authorises the Seller
to enter any premises and retake possession of the goods without notice to the
Buyer, its agents and 3rd parties.

INTEREST: If any payment is not made on or before the due date for payment,
interest shall be payable at the rate selected. If there is no due date for payment,
interest shall be payable if there has been an unreasonable delay in payment.
Interest payable shall be appropriate to the currency involved. If the amount
of interest is not mutually agreed, interest will be payable at a rate of 1.5% per
calendar month, calculated daily.

CONVEYANCE AND DELIVERY INSTRUCTIONS: Unless otherwise agreed,
the Seller shall have the right of conveyance.

Best Practice Contract Confirmation
Introduction
As producers, it is common practice to enter into a contract as both buyer or seller of grain. Many of
these negotiations involve large sums of money and it is good business sense to limit your exposure
to risk wherever and whenever possible.

GTA Products
For this reason GTA, on behalf of the industry, have developed a number of industry products to
address many of the issues related to the commercial transacting of grain. These products include
grain standards, contracts, terms & conditions and the Trade Rules.

Grower Contract
GTA has developed a contract specifically designed for the grain production sector. This contract is
referred to as the GTA No. 3 Contract, “Grower Contract Confirmation”. The terms and conditions
of this contract addresses many of the issues raised by producers, such as:
• how to deal with late payment;
• your options as a seller, if the buyer of your grain goes under administration before you have
received payment.

Terms and Conditions and GTA Trade Rules
Where an issue is not covered in the terms and conditions, it will most probably be addressed in the
GTA Trade Rules. GTA strongly recommends all parties read the terms and conditions of a contract
and become familiar with the GTA Trade Rules. These can be found on the GTA website.

Forming a Contract
When negotiating a contract with a buyer or seller, GTA recommends you use the No. 3 Contract
Grower Confirmation (example found at the centre of this guide) as a check list. Be sure to ask all
the relevant questions necessary to fill out the contract, including:
‘Does this contract expressly incorporate the GTA Trade Rules and Dispute Resolution Rules?’
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Your Obligation
Remember, a verbal agreement is confirmation of a contract. Never-the-less, as party to a contract,
it is your responsibility, and in your best interests, to confirm the details of the contract are correct.
GTA rules state that:
‘It is the duty of the Buyer and Seller to communicate with each to the other, a Contract Confirmation in
writing setting forth the specifications as agreed upon in the original Terms of Trade, not later than the
close of business the day following the date of trade.

Contract Confirmation
Normally in the case of a contract with a grain trade company, the trader would typically send you
written confirmation before the end of that business day. As a seller, you must check all the details
of the contract confirmation and reply in writing before the end of the following business day.
You also have the right to be proactive and send the buyer your account of the conversation for
confirmation. Failure to respond to a confirmation does not negate the contract.

A Contract
The term “contract” shall be construed as meaning an agreement by one party to buy and the other party
to sell as set forth in the agreed Terms of Trade. A contract may be created either verbally or in writing and
once reached shall be legally binding on both parties. A Contract Confirmation shall be issued confirming
the agreement. Trade Rule 1.0

Administration
After the contract confirmation has been checked and amendments have been negotiated and
agreed to by both parties in writing, GTA suggests you request a final contract be forwarded to you
for your records.
A possible suggested method of record keeping is to create a file for that contract and keep all
related material including the contract, contract confirmation and written confirmation of all
subsequent communications with the counterparty.
It is important that all verbal communications be recorded in writing; this may consist of a note
book, diary and/or day book but ideally this would consist of an email confirming the conversation
with the counterparty, printed and filed. Verification of a conversation, if not recorded, is
difficult to prove in the event of a contract dispute.
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About Grain Trade Australia Ltd (GTA)
GTA is the Australian grain industry body representing and servicing the commercial interests of
the Australian grains industry.
GTA is non political
GTA is industry driven and managed

Background
Grain Trade Australia (formerly NACMA) was formed in 1991 to standardise grain standards, trade
rules and grain contracts across the Australian grain industry to enable the efficient facilitation of
trade across the grain supply chain.
Its membership grew to include more than 250 organisations ranging from regional family
businesses to large national and international trading/storage and handling companies.
Members were and continue to be extensively involved in the storage and freight movements of all
grain produced in Australia each year. Over 90% of all grain contracts executed annually within the
country refer to GTA’s Grain Standards and/or Trade Rules.
In March 2009 the name of the organisation changed to Grain Trade Australia to better reflect
its position within the industry.

GTA Core Functions
GTA’s role is to ensure the efficient facilitation of commercial activities across the grain supply
chain. To achieve this, GTA develops and provides industry with some key tools.

GTA Standards
GTA develops and distributes the wheat, coarse grain and birdseed standards and also distributes
the standards for oilseeds (developed by Australian Oilseeds Federation) and pulses (developed
by Pulse Australia) across the Australian grain industry. Development of the GTA Standards is
transparent and receptive to the needs of the Australian grain industry in order that GTA fulfils its
charter to “facilitate trade”.
These Standards are the basis of trade for domestic and export contracts.
Submissions on the GTA Standards are accepted from all sectors of the industry with a commercial
interest, members and non-members. They are reviewed annually and are the responsibility of the
GTA Standards Committee. The standard setting process is covered in more detail later in this guide.
The full GTA Standards are available on GTA’s website – www.graintrade.org.au
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GTA Contracts
GTA has developed four contracts for use within the Australian grain trade.
• Contract No. 1 – For Grain and Oilseeds In Bulk FOB Terms – contract for export shipments
in bulk.
• Contract No. 2 – For Grain and Oilseeds In Bulk Delivered Price Basing Point or Port Terms
(Basis Track) – this contract enables export traders and large domestic end users to aggregate
large tonnages from merchants.
• Contract No. 3 – For Grain/Oilseeds/Birdseeds/Pulses etc. – this contract, endorsed by
the Grains Council of Australia, was specifically developed for trade between producers and
grain merchants.
• Contract No. 4 – For Grain/Oilseeds/Birdseeds and Pulses in containers Delivered Container
Terminal (DCT) – contract for export shipments in containers.
• GTA Storage & Handling Agreement – This Agreement is for the storage and/or
warehousing and/or on-farm storage of commodities.
• GTA Bulk Freight Contract – Developed for a parties entering into an agreement for
the bulk freight of Goods. This contract details the agreement between the consignor
and the carrier.
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GTA Trade Rules
GTA Trade Rules underpin the GTA contracts and are the basis of trade for other specialty
grain contracts.

GTA Dispute Resolution Service
GTA assists parties to grain contracts to resolve commercial disputes by peer review through its
Dispute Resolution Service. The process is designed to save time and expense while providing an
efficient, fair and equitable means to settle disputes related to commercial transactions. The three
methods offered to resolve a dispute are:
Expert determination,
Fast Track Arbitration; and
Full Arbitration.
Important Points
• The service is open to all participants of the grain trade, not just GTA members.
• Arbitration awards (outcomes) are legally binding and enforceable therefore, GTA recommends
parties consider obtaining legal advice.
• Arbitrators are volunteers drawn from all sectors of the grain industry.
• GTA administers disputes under the GTA Dispute Resolution Rules and provides administrative
support to arbitrations.
• GTA cannot provide legal advice, but can provide guidance in the administration of the Dispute
Resolution Rules, the Trade Rules and the arbitration process.

Advocacy
GTA is non political, however, issues arise from time to time where there is common agreement
amongst members and GTA represents their interests.

Professional Development
GTA conducts a vigorous professional development program across Australia. Each year GTA trains
in excess of 300 grain industry personnel.
Workshops are conducted in each State on a range of topics including Contract Terms &
Conditions, Trade Rules, Australian Financial Services Licence and Commodity Pricing.
GTA offers the Professional Certificate in Grain Trading. Core subjects for the Certificate are:
• GTA Grain Commodity Marketing & Trading;
• GTA Trade Rules, Contracts and Dispute Resolution; and
• GTA Grain Standards.
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GTA Grain Standards Development Process
Over time the grain industry has been deregulating, creating increased involvement by private
trading operations alongside existing statutory boards.
This increase in commercial activity was hampered by the lack of clarity on the varying grain
standards that each state had developed. Questions arose as to the grain standard to be used and
the other major issue was what where the contract terms.
GTA developed Grain Standards (Standards) as its first priority and then in 1999 GTA released
the GTA Trade Rules. The Australian Oilseeds Federation produces the Oilseeds Standards with
Pulse Australia producing the Pulse Standards for use across the country. GTA produce the Cereal
Standards that are used by industry for domestic trading and for export shipments.
Various other Standards relating to other commodities are produced by the major participants in
that industry where there are no industry organisations relevant to that commodity.
The Standards are reviewed annually by the GTA Standards Committee and presented to industry
at the GTA Common Interest Forum where all members are able to place their final comments to
the Standards Committee before the Standards are adopted for the applicable season.
Whilst there are many fiercely competing organisations vying for the grain producers tonne
of grain either to store or trade or both, when it comes to Standards it is critical that there is a
uniform approach by all grain industry participants to ensure the quality and therefore the price
competitiveness of the Australian crop is not compromised.
Unfortunately there are often different interpretation of the meaning of the Standards, due to a
lack of training and mis-interpretation. It is critical that anyone who becomes a party to a contract
that refers to GTA Standards has a clear understanding of what the Standards mean in practical and
theoretical terms and how to apply those Standards.

GTA Standards Committee
The GTA Standards Committee (Committee) is a committee under GTA responsible for generation
of all Standards and related issues.
The Committee is charged with the following activities:
• Review of and recommendations for updates of commodity Standards in cooperation with
Pulse Australia, Australian Oilseeds Federation and other industry participants
• Review of issues relating to quality assurance and recommendations on action for GTA
• Development of protocols for accreditation of laboratories involved in testing to support
GTA contracts
• Development of industry Codes of Practice
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Other related activities include:
• Advise on the effective adoption and implementation of the GTA Standards by individuals
and by the relevant sectors of the industry
• Foster communication between the GTA Board, Management and the Standards Committee
on industry matters that relate to GTA Standards
• Report and make recommendations to the industry at the Common Interest Forum on all
matters of relevance addressed by the Standards Committee
Upon development of the Standards, recommendations are made to the GTA Board for adoption.
The members of the Committee come from a range of industry organisations and membership is
reviewed annually according to GTA policy.

Purpose & Intent of Standards
The Standards that apply to grain tendered for delivery are developed for each commodity based on
a range of factors. These include but are not limited to:
• Customer contract
• Importing country Government regulations for quality or quarantine
• Relevant food safety laws
• Requirement to improve quality of grain supplies
• Competitor grades and quality
• Available quality of grain given restrictions of varieties, growing and harvesting conditions,
pest and disease resistance of the crop
• International protocols such as those developed by Cartagena and Codex Alimentarius
• Commission
• Ability of the storage system to segregate or commingle grain
• Land protection & Quarantine laws
In addition each Standard may be used as a Receival Standard or as a Standard that may be applied
for grain traded by various supply chain participants. As can be seen from the above the Standards
are developed based on a range of factors over time, learning from experiences in the past and from
changing market forces.
Within each grain type there may be a number of different Standards reflecting the various grades
for that commodity, such as No.1 milling, No.2 milling, Feed. Not all grain types have the same
range of grades.
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There are generally two types of grain quality set within commodity Standards, being milling grades
or Feed/off-grades:
• Milling grades are generally higher priced grades producing grain suitable for the high quality
end of the market. Frequently the grain or processed product is destined for the human
consumption market.
• Feed or off-grades are traditionally created as a poorer quality segregation due to a defect
or contamination issue associated with a milling grade. However while these grades may be
created, feed users may require a higher quality than these off-grades. In some cases many of
the quality specifications are equal to the main milling grade. Thus Feed grades can either be
comprised of grain that did not meet the milling grade specifications, or are grades destined
for the stockfeed or other industrial use industries. Increasingly Feed grade grains are being
bred or designed specifically to create a quality suited for the feed market.
Thus different uses of grain create market forces that create different prices based on the end use of
the grain. In some scenarios the feed grade may be a higher price than the milling grade.
As outlined above, the Standards are set by grain type (commodity) or within grain types there
may be separate grades based on quality or varieties. All Standards are based on a range of quality
parameters, be they physical properties, defective characteristics or on contaminants present in
the grain.
Standards are applied to all commodities received for that applicable season. There are set dates
that are applied by GTA when the season switches over and the new season Standards are to apply.
Buyers of grain should be aware that industry sectors may request old season grain to be reclassified
as per the new season Standards and thus be deemed new seasons grain. In general the following
dates apply:
• Winter crop – 1 August
• Summer Crop – 1 October
For some commodities, the Standard to apply at receival does not apply at outturn of the grain
to the marketplace. The differences may be related to the inability to maintain the quality during
storage or the potential for contamination of the grain during the storage and transport process.
For many of the pulse crops such as faba beans there is a Receival Standard and an Export Standard
due to the tendency of these grains to split during storage and thus have a higher defective grain
count on outturn than at Receival.
Whatever Standards are applied either at Receival or Export, the tolerances for each quality
parameter have been set based on experience of the market forces at play. It is important that the
Standards are complied with to ensure not only that growers are paid correctly, but also to enable
successful marketing of that commodity.
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Objectives of GTA Standards
There are several objectives of GTA developing Standards on behalf of industry. These include:
• Industry inclusive – formulation and use of Standards with input from all sectors of the
industry including plant breeders, producers, receival agents, domestic consumers, traders
and exporters
• Dissemination of Standards – provide a mechanism for all sectors of the industry to have free
and ready access to the Standards
• Simplification – formulation of Standards which are easy to interpret and to apply
• Commonality across grains – provision of Standards which can be applied across all sectors of
the industry
• Meet needs of commercial trade – provision of Standards which meet the changing
requirements of the trade, including changing customer requirements, State and
Commonwealth regulatory requirements
• Maximise objective testing – provide Standards which facilitate adoption of new technologies

Procedure for Standards Development
The Standards are developed each year and apply for the full 12 month period. In specific cases,
other industry associations may develop Standards and in these instances, the Standards are
simply published by GTA. Note that while specific timeframes may exist, significant issues raised by
industry and agreed major changes to Standards may require further industry consultation and a
lead-time prior to inclusion in Standards.
Capture of Industry Views
• All industry is encouraged to have input into Standards through a feedback form on the
GTA website
• Feedback from industry is welcomed for the entire 12 months
Development of Draft
• The Committee meets in mid to late February following compilation of issues raised to GTA
• Following the initial Committee meeting, GTA is to develop draft Standards for the current
season by early – mid March
Provision to Industry
• During development of the draft Standards, any major issues of significance or changes etc
are included in a Covering Note to the Standards
• Standards, along with the Covering Note, are forwarded to key industry stakeholders and also
made available on the GTA website
Industry is encouraged to provide comment by late March to mid-April via the feedback form on
the GTA website
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Development of Final Standards
• The Committee considers industry feedback in determining any revisions to Standards
• All industry submissions are tabled at the Common Interest Forum
• Following presentation of the Standards and receipt of any final comments from industry at the
Common Interest forum, the Standards are finalised by 31 July for signoff by the GTA Board
• Standards are placed on the GTA website with a summary of changes from the previous year
and a summary of issues raised by industry from the previous year
Note that for Standards developed by other organisations such as the oilseeds standards, are
presented to the Committee and if they comply with the Terms of Reference of the Committee, are
accepted in full without alteration.
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Location Differentials Explained
How did Grain Trade Australia’s (GTA) Location Differentials (LD) Evolve?
GTA LDs essentially evolved in an era when there was one statutory Bulk Handling Company (BHC)
and one (rail) freight authority in each state. Typically this meant there was one standard storage
and handling agreement for all post farm gate customers of the BHC and one freight schedule for
all customers (traders, processors and exporters) valid for all situations for 12 months.
When the customers of the BHC’s (traders, processors and exporters), who had accumulated grain
from growers, needed/wanted to on sell their grain to other parties they used a standard ‘track’
contract incorporating the standard BHC storage and handling agreement and the standard (rail)
freights of the era.
Today the market is fully deregulated and the ownership of the BHC’s and most (rail) freight
providers are fully corporatised. This means the value/price of all services provided (storage &
handling and freight) are all negotiated on a case by case basis, for a variety of commercial reasons
(e.g. seasonal peaks/lows and transactional size).
The ‘track’ contract is a mechanism for (post farm gate) parcels of grain to be bought and sold
according to standard terms and conditions, with the key feature being that the title passes ‘free in
store’ (FIS) i.e. the grain is not required to be physically moved. In order for this contract to trade
successfully there needs to be a standard storage and handling agreement and a standard freightrelated matrix/index. Furthermore, these need to be fixed for a period of 12 months (a season) so
the grain can be traded across the pre and post harvest time duration.
What is a GTA Location Differential?
A GTA Location Differential is a set of values (index) that are used to adjust a “port based price” for
delivery of grain to a range of up-country locations, for the primary purpose of the settlement of
Track Contracts.
What is a Track Contract or “Track Trade”?
A Track Contract or a “Track Trade “is a trade to trade contract and is not designed for growers.
It is used to trade grain located at “up-country” bulk handling facilities that is tributary to both
domestic and export markets. Track Contracts are used to facilitate the accumulation and transfer
of large parcels of grain from one bulk handling facility to another bulk handling facility, by the
trade. The terms of a Track Contract were formally standardised to provide an efficient platform to
facilitate grain transactions between trading organisations.
What is the difference between a Track Contract and a ‘Port-Based Price’ grower contract?
While appearing to be identical to the casual observer, the answer revolves around the point at which
and how ‘Title’ changes hands. A Track Contract, in the strictest sense, can only be transacted/settled
between two parties that have a current storage and handling agreement with the BHC in question thus permitting a ‘FIS’ transfer of grain. Most growers, on the other hand, pass title to the buyer by
either delivering into the silo in the buyer’s name or subsequently via warehouse title transfer.
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Are GTA Location Differentials the same as freight rates?
No. Freight rates, in previous years, were public tariff rates published by freight companies that
guaranteed an annual rate to move grain irrespective of who, what, where and when. However, in
a deregulated freight market, there is no such thing as a public tariff rate for “all comers” with 12
month validity.
For instance, freight operators are reluctant to publicly release maximum freight rates due to:
• increasing competitive pressure, i.e. showing their hand to other operators, and;
• their need to efficiently plan their freight assets (rolling stock or trucks) requirements
during the year. Freight operators have moved to a freight charging regime where rates
will vary during the season according to such variables as the demand to shift grain, the
supply of freight capacity and the cost of fuel. The cost of freight will tend to move up and
down to reflect the supply and demand for freight. This will not be such an issue for grain
organisations that have long term agreements with freight operators.
This issue will become particularly evident when a large harvest may require additional transport
assets that could only be introduced if a premium is attached to the freight.
What is the difference between freight rates and GTA Location Differentials?
Freight rates are actual rates that freight providers charge to move grain. GTA Location Differentials
are a set of values (index) that are used to adjust a “port-based price” for delivery of grain to a range
of up-country locations. GTA LDs are fixed, in advance, for a season while freight rates can and do
vary on a case by case basis.
How are GTA Location Differentials determined?
In the Eastern States of Australia the GTA Location Differentials are determined by a kilometrebased formula aligning NSW, Queensland and Victoria to both the road and rail freight values. In
South Australia, GTA uses the Viterra “export select rates” and in Western Australia, the CBH “grain
express freight rates”.
Over time GTA, through an annual review process, has adapted the formula to more accurately
reflect a commercial rate.
Are GTA Location Differentials subject to change during the year?
As a matter of policy GTA Location Differentials are set for a season and will only change where
there are gross errors &/or omissions. In this event, any changes require the approval of both
Chairs of the GTA Commerce Committee and the Transport Storage and Handling Committee.
Must a grower always sell using only a GTA LD for their local site?
No. In a deregulated market the trade may use a variety of numbers to establish a “delivered local
depot price” derived from a “basis port price”. This may include their own published rates, GTAs
Location Differentials or a commercially available freight rate, either fixed or variable.
As a grower, you have the option of not exposing yourself to the risk component of price
establishment by simply
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Glossary – Common Contract Terms
The following is a ‘guide’ to the Standard Terms and Conditions commonly applicable to
contracts created to purchase grain.
Chemical and pesticide residues: The seller warrants, to the best of their knowledge, that the
grain complies with the current receival standards stipulated by the buyer, and all state and federal
laws and requirements relating to chemical and pesticide residues, and government specified
maximum residue levels (MRL). Any loss, cost or expense, whether directly or indirectly caused by
a failure of the seller to comply with these, shall be borne by the seller.
The same terms and conditions apply to compliance with all quality standards, not just excess
pesticide levels.
Conveyance and delivery instructions: Unless otherwise agreed, the seller shall have the right
of delivery.
Default: In the event of any default in the performance of the contract by either party, the other at
their discretion shall have the right, after giving written notice, to sell or purchase, as the case may be,
against the defaulter and the defaulter shall make good the loss, if any, on such purchase or sale as per
the contract.
If the buyer or seller suspends payment of its debts, or convenes or holds a meeting of creditors, or
commits an act of bankruptcy, or being a company shall have a receiver appointed, or hold a meeting
for the purpose of considering a resolution that the company be wound up or go into liquidation,
such a buyer or seller shall be deemed to be in default.
Delivery:
a) Where delivery is either ex-farm or ex-store, delivery shall be on a free-on-vehicle basis
(subject to quality and tonnage being verified); or
b) Where delivery is specified at a particular destination, delivery is made, and therefore title
changes to the buyer, when it is received at that destination.
Failure to perform: Failure to keep in accordance with the Terms & Conditions of a contract shall
be grounds for the refusal of further delivery(ies), and can be grounds for rescinding the entire
contract.
Finality: All adjustments or compensation claimed, based on defect of quality or condition of
weights, which shall be apparent upon reasonable inspection, must be advised within five (5)
business days after unloading or presentation of appropriate documents and must be formally
confirmed by written notice or facsimile within thirty (30) consecutive days of delivery of the
consignment.
Force Majeure: Subject to the following sentence, neither the buyer nor the seller shall be
responsible for any delay in delivery of grain or any part thereof caused by fire, flood, wind,
explosion, power failure, war, embargo, act of government, strike (including dock or shipping
strike), lock-out, combination of workers, or civil commotion which is not due to the party’s own
acts or negligence.
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The loss of grain due to production risks or crop failure, including Acts of God, frost or drought,
does not constitute a condition of Force Majeure.
Unless otherwise mutually agreed, the party invoking the Force Majeure is entitled to an extension
(the first extension) of a period equal to that of the delay caused by the Force Majeure event, but
not more than 30 consecutive days from the end of the contract delivery period.
If delivery is still prevented at the end of the first extension period by the event of Force Majeure,
the party not invoking Force Majeure shall have the option of cancelling or terminating the contract
(as in default) or any unfulfilled part or mutually agreeing to one further extension period (the
second extension) not more than 30 consecutive days.
If, at the conclusion of the second extension period, delivery is still prevented, the contract or any
unfulfilled part thereof shall be considered in default.
Quality: Unless specifically agreed otherwise, quality shall be determined by qualified personnel
according to established sampling and analysis procedures at destination.
Quantity: Unless otherwise stated, all quantities are expressed in metric tonnes.
Rejection: The buyer reserves the right to reject any grain supplied under the contract that does
not fit the description of the contract. Where the buyer rejects the grain, costs incurred by the
buyer shall be at the seller’s expense. A buyer shall not be entitled to reject grain as not being in
accordance with description or sample if the grain is a quality superior or equal to the quality as
agreed in the contract. The buyer’s decision as to whether the grain fits the description in this
contract shall be final and binding.
Time: Times referred to in contracts can be Western Standard Time, Central Standard Time,
Central Summer Time, Eastern Standard Time or Eastern Daylight Saving Time.
Title and passing of title and insurance:
a) Title of the grain tonnage shall remain with the seller until delivered to the buyer. Once the
contract is agreed, the buyer has ownership of a contract with a committed seller, and the
seller has ownership of a contract with a committed buyer. At this stage the title remains
with the seller until delivery is made, when the title changes to the buyer. Refer to Delivery.
b) The seller has the responsibility to insure the grain up to the time the title changes.
c) The grain shall be at the seller’s risk until delivered to, and accepted by, the buyer.
Washouts: A “washout” can be offered in the event that a seller cannot fulfil their contractual
obligations in the event of crop failure or expected crop failure. In this event, sellers have the option
of covering their contractual commitments by seeking replacement grain against their contract
(although most grain marketers can assist in this process).
If a seller chooses to wash out a contract, i.e. buy the grain back, the washout cost is the difference
between the original contract price and their applicable market value at the time the “washout” takes
place. ‘Applicable market value’ is usually based on where grain is actually being traded (bought and sold).
Sometimes administrative charges can also apply. “Washout” fees and administrative charges
should be clarified before entering into a contract.
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Buyers may offer alternative options should the seller be unable to fulfil the terms of the contract.
These options may include:
a) Agree to extend the delivery period; or
b) Re-purchase the defaulted portion of the contract; or
c) Buy out the defaulted portion of the contract at fair market price based on the close of the
market on the next business day.
It’s important to note that the buyer is under no obligation to offer any options to the seller.
If the seller fails to notify the buyer of their inability to fulfil the terms of the contract, the contract
remains in force until the buyer can determine whether the seller has defaulted. The buyer shall
notify the seller within a reasonable time frame by telephone, email or facsimile, which options, if
any, they elect to exercise.
If the seller defaults on the contract, they are liable for all losses, costs and expenses as shall have
been incurred to and including the day the buyer elects an option.
Weights: The weight of the grain tonnage shall, subject to the buyer’s approval, be the weight
determined by either;
a) An approved weighing facility at the destination authorised by the buyer; or
b) A registered public weighbridge facility.
Weight Tolerance: This shall be agreed in the main contract document and may vary as agreed
between the buyer and seller.

NOTE: This brief explanation of the Standards Terms and Conditions DOES NOT constitute,
replace nor alter any legally created Standard Terms & Conditions of any contract between a
buyer and a seller.

Disclaimer

This resource is provided as a public service. This information is provided in good faith at the time
of publication and is believed to be accurate and current, however, its reliability and accuracy
cannot be guaranteed.
Neither GTA nor GTA Directors, officers, agents, employees or contractors (“GTA Personnel”) and GTA
members and employees:
• Give any representation or warranty as to the reliability, accuracy or completeness of the
content of this publication.
• Expressly disclaim any liability for any act or omission made in reliance on the information or
the advice provided, or any consequence, whether direct or indirect, of such an omission.
Legal advice should be sought for any specific clarification.
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Grain Trade Australia Ltd
Postal: PO Box R1829 Royal Exchange NSW 1225 Australia
Phone: +61 2 9247 6408 | Fax: +61 2 9247 9153

www.graintrade.org.au
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